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As an AI Platform provider of Responsible use of AI, 2021.AI holds the highest standards 

when it comes to developing and implementing AI and Machine Learning models. AI is a 

powerful technology that can help people and businesses when developed and implemented 

responsibly. Our development team follows the 2021.AI Responsible AI Principles internally, 

and we encourage clients using our Grace Enterprise AI platform to follow these as well.

Responsible AI today plays an important role from day one of all AI projects. At 2021.AI, we 

want to endorse that responsible AI practices are intentionally implemented from the initiation 

of all AI projects, embedding this into the design, development, deployment, and operation.

Responsible AI principles are an integral part of an organization and should be adopted 

throughout, with guidance and leadership from the top management. These principles are 

not meant to limit innovation or new ideas but rather ensure that all aspects of a project are 

considered.

These five guiding principles are part of any AI project at 2021.AI. 2021.AI and our clients are 

set up for success with our Grace Enterprise AI Platform, which serves precisely such needs 

to ensure Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) for data and AI, including responsible 

practices. We can help our clients adopt and adapt Responsible AI Principles to match their 

needs, including adhering to relevant legislation, law, and international standards.

Reach out to us at 2021.AI to learn more about the Grace Enterprise AI Platform and how to 

get started with your responsible AI implementations.

High Standards of AI Development
2021.AI’S RESPONSIBLE AI PRINCIPLES
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Transparency & Explainability
AI projects should be transparent and explainable to all stakeholders, including developers 

and end-users, at the highest level of explainability possible. The decisions and actions of an 

AI project should be communicated, including how broader systems leverage AI.

Fairness & Equity
AI projects should be fair and equitable to all humans. There should be a focus on avoiding 

and minimizing unfair and unexpected biases while ensuring accessibility and universal 

design throughout an AI project lifecycle.

Accountability
AI projects need to be held accountable by humans throughout the AI project lifecycle. 

Human oversight needs to be applied with clear processes for auditability by regulators and 

management within a company.

Respect of Privacy & Data Governance
AI projects should be respectful of privacy and include thorough data and AI governance. 

Embedding security in the design and deployment of AI projects protects users against 

unintentional and malicious harm, and keeps data private.

Robustness & Reliability
AI projects should perform reliably and be robust over time. Stability ensures no users’ trust is 

compromised and disparate impacts are avoided in AI project outcomes. Reliable AI projects 

should consider the social and environmental impacts of deployment and operation.
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2021.AI’s Responsible AI Principles

2021.AI serves the growing need for enterprise-wide AI. Our Grace Enterprise AI Platform seamlessly orchestrates 
AI across all levels of an organization while offering  comprehensive AI governance solution to help clients reach 
regulatory excellence. 2021.AI is headquartered in Copenhagen with sales and R&D in several locations.

get started
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